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Last week , finally we finished the mail module of the project and we tried to to implement SSL ,spam and 

attachment . A new member, Ozlem Kula joined NewStreamline last week, We have presented her our 

project  in detail, she has made necessary working about our project and we explained her everything what 

about she was confused. We believe that she will adapt NewStreamline as soon as possible. 

 

This week, mainly we dealt with the view of the web page. Reply of any post can be sent succesfully 

however we could not manage to show  reply posts as tree view. The main problem about tree view is 

compatibility with linux because we can not use ASP.net other development enironments.Thanks to 

Ainura ,finally she could overcome this issue and now posts and their replies are in the sequantial tree 

format. 

 

There are also other good news, now working on SSL Encryption  and search page have been completed . 

Esin has created a cryp keystore, installed and used jce1.2.2 for it and from now on our server can be 

connected by a client through a more secure way that is encrypted by SSL Certificate from the ports 563 

for NNTP and 465 for SMTP. On the other hand, Fatma has finished search web page, via search page 

,one can search  a post in  news group according to date,author,and subject. We still have been working on 

spam and attachment.  

 

Next week , we have first release demo so we have to integrate all completed parts and try to complete 

missing parts.  In addition to them, our product will run on both Linux and Windows. Husna will deal with 

configuration of the our product NewScore on Linux. 

 

 

 

 

 


